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Online Quiz League 
 

Questions set by:  Peak District, Peaker Quizzing Edited by: Davey Watt and David Gregson 
For use in: Season 10 Week 2 Friendly matches played 17/05/2023 

Correct as of: 17/05/2023 
 

Note to QMs (please read aloud to teams): Players are politely reminded to have their hands in view at all times 
 
 

 



Round 1 

1a Which powerful Japanese feudal lords owned most of the land during the Edo Period and were only subordinate to the 

shogun and emperor? DAIMYO 

1b 
The Templo Mayor was the central temple of the Mexica [meh-sheeka] people, and was the primary location for tributes 

and human sacrifices. Which Aztec god, the god of the Sun and war, was the left half of the Templo Mayor dedicated to? 

HUĪTZILŌPŌCHTLI [h’weetz-ee-

lo-POK-tlee] [Be generous on 

pronunciation] 

2a 
Which planet, fourth from the sun, has good potential to one day support human life due to its surface temperature being 

closest to Earth’s, but falls short by its atmosphere being 95% carbon dioxide? MARS 

2b Which British car company, whose logo is a big cat, have manufactured cars including the E-Type, the XJ220 and the 

Mark 2, which was driven by fictional TV detective Inspector Morse? JAGUAR 

3a 
Formerly Brad Pitt's stunt double in Fight Club, which director has gone on to direct Pitt in 2022's Bullet Train, and in his 

cameo in 2018's Deadpool 2? David LEITCH 

3b 
Appearing in the Special Cup in every iteration of Mario Kart, which track involves racing through a fortified building 

belonging to the main villain of the Mario series? 

BOWSER's castle (accept 

'BOWSER' on its own) 

4a Which singer had a UK hit in 1993 with his composition "Fields of Gold"? When asked about the origins of the song, he 

claimed 'There's something inherently sexy about the sight, something primal, as if the wind were making love to the 

barley.' 

STING [begrudgingly accept 

Gordon SUMNER] 

4b 

The London Aquatics Centre, located in the Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park in London, was designed by which architect? Zaha HADID 

 
 



 
 
Round 2 

  1a What is the name of the poisonous compound containing a carbon and nitrogen atom that irreversibly binds to a protein 

within mitochondria, inhibiting ATP production? This compound can be found in the seeds and stones of bitter almonds, 

apricots, apples and peaches. CYANIDE 

1b 

Which Lancashire football team, nicknamed 'The Clarets', will play in the Premier League in 2023/24, having won the 

Championship this year? BURNLEY FC 

2a Which Marxist social historian helped found the journal Past and Present? He later developed his history of the "long 19th 

century" in his trilogy of 'Age of' books, comprising Revolution, Capital, and Empire. Eric HOBSBAWM 

2b What is the most southerly city in South America? This Argentinian city was the end destination of Series 2 of the BBC 

programme Race Across the World. USHUAIA 

3a 

Reaching number 4 on the Billboard Hot 100 in April 2023, which song by Ice Spice has a two word title named for a 

deceased British Royal? The song was written in response to memes calling Spice 'The People's Princess'. 

"PRINCESS DIANA" [Accept 

DIANA, Lady DIANA, or Diana 

SPENCER] 

3b British designer Esme Young created an outfit themed around which animal, worn by Renee Zellweger in the 2001 film 

Bridget Jones's Diary? BUNNY or RABBIT 

4a Which actor played the part of Dr Who companion Martha Jones? She has also starred as Crown Prosecutor Alesha 

Phillips in Law and Order UK, and as Amanita Caplan in the Netflix series Sense8. Freema AGYEMAN 

4b Aero, KitKat and Milky Bar are all chocolate bars made by which Swiss manufacturer? NESTLE 

 
 
 



 
 
Round 3 

1a Which composer composed the overture Bright Visions Shine Afar for King Charles' coronation? She is the current Master 

of the King's Music, a role she has held since 2014. Judith WEIR 

1b Before being renamed in 1995, the Indian city of Mumbai was known by what name? The capital of the Indian state of 

Maharashtra, it gives its name to a fish dish that contains the name of a bird. BOMBAY 

2a Will Arnett voiced the title character of which animated Netflix series? In the show, this anthropomorphic animal is the 

washed-up star of a 1990s sitcom. BOJACK HORSEMAN 

2b Which Welsh rugby union player and lock for the Ospreys since 2005 has the most caps of any rugby union player? Alun Wyn JONES 

3a Which class of subatomic particles have half-integer spin and obey the Pauli Exclusion principle? FERMIONS 

3b Which teen magazine, first published in 1983 and discontinued in 2004, was the sister magazine of Smash Hits? It is not 

to be confused with its main rival, Sugar. JUST SEVENTEEN (J-17) 

4a 
While their spelling varies, what first name was shared by the first, fifth and sixth wives of Henry VIII? KATHERINE 

4b James Patterson co-wrote the 2018 thriller The President is Missing with which former US president, who attended Oxford 

University? Bill CLINTON 

 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
Round 4 

1a 

Which British soap, shown on Channel Four and set in Liverpool, showed the first pre-watershed lesbian kiss on British 

television in 1994 between Beth and Margaret? BROOKSIDE 

1b Which English Real Housewife of Beverly Hills is the subject of several spin off shows? These have included one 

focussing on her restaurant, titled "[This woman's surname] Rules" and one focussing on her dog sanctuary. Lisa VANDERPUMP 

2a Netflix series Riverdale featured one musical episode per season. Which musical, based on a horror novel which was later 

adapted into a 1976 cult classic film starring Sissy Spacek, features the songs “The World According to Chris”, “Do Me a 

Favour” and “A Night We’ll Never Forget”, and was used by Riverdale for season 1? CARRIE: The Musical 

2b Which English author has appeared on the £10 note since 2017? Her works include Pride and Prejudice and Sense and 

Sensibility. Jane AUSTEN 

3a Which British political party, now led by Neil Hamilton, achieved its highest vote share at the 2015 general election, but 

won just one seat, with Douglas Carswell being elected in Clacton? 

UKIP/United Kingdom 

Independence Party 

3b The King Fahd Causeway links Bahrain with which large country? This is the only border between these two nations. SAUDI ARABIA 

4a In 2020, Time magazine released a new list of 100 'Women of the Year' covering the previous century. 1945's Woman of 

the Year was which Chinese-American particle physicist? She worked on the Manhattan Project, but is perhaps best 

known for her eponymous experiment to establish whether or not conservation of parity applied to weak interactions?. Chien-Shiung WU 

4b Which pre-made family in the Sims 4 live in the neighbourhood of Willow Creek and consist of a couple whose 

personalities are opposites? They share their name with a food item eaten around the world, and on a specific day in the 

UK and some Commonwealth countries. The PANCAKE family 
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Round 5 

1a Formerly Keanu Reeves' stunt double in The Matrix, which director has gone on to direct Reeves in every film of the John 

Wick series? Chad STAHELSKI 

1b Which French car company, whose logo is a big cat, have manufactured cars including the 206, the 208, the RCZ and the 

403 Convertible, which was driven by fictional TV detective Lieutenant Columbo? PEUGEOT 

2a Named for a Salvation Army children's home in Liverpool, The Beatles' "Strawberry Fields Forever" was one half of a 

Double A-sided number one in 1967. What song, also named for a location in Liverpool, was the other A-side of this 

record? PENNY LANE 

2b Appearing in the Special Cup in every iteration of Mario Kart, which track involves racing over a colourful course that is 

usually depicted in space? 

RAINBOW road (accept 

'RAINBOW' on its own) 

3a Which planet, second from the sun, also has good potential to one day support human life due to its similar gravitational 

field strength, but falls short by being the hottest planet in our solar system? VENUS 

3b Orbit, the sculpture and observation tower located in the Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park in London, was designed by 

which installation artist and sculptor? Anish KAPOOR 

4a What is the name given to the moral code concerning samurai attitudes, behaviour and lifestyle and was formalised during 

the Edo Period? BUSHIDO code 

4b 

Which Aztec god, the god of rain and water, was the right half of the Templo Mayor dedicated to? 

TLĀLOC [tlah-lohk] [Be generous 

on pronunciation] 

 



 
 
 
 
Round 6 

1a 

What first name was shared by the second and fourth wives of Henry VIII? ANNE 

1b Before being renamed in 1996, the Indian city of Chennai was known by what name? The capital of the Indian state of Tamil 

Nadu, it gives its name to a popular curry. MADRAS 

2a 

Which subatomic particle carries the strong force and holds protons and neutrons together within atomic nuclei? GLUONS 

2b 
James Patterson co-wrote the 2022 novel Run, Rose, Run with which American country singer who is known for her 

philanthropy? Dolly PARTON 

3a 
Which female composer composed the two-part piece for Gospel Choir Alleluia (O Clap Your Hands) and Alleluia (O Sing 

Praises) for King Charles' coronation? Since 2015, she has also been Classic FM's Composer in Residence. Debbie WISEMAN 

3b 
Which teen magazine, first published in 1993, and to be discontinued in 2023, in its later years has advertised itself as the 

number 1 magazine for YouTubers? Zoella and Sprinkle of Glitter have both had columns in this magazine. SHOUT 

4a 
Will Arnett has voiced which superhero in a series of animated films based on a toyline? He is the title character of a 2017 

animated film. (Lego) BATMAN 



4b 

Which Irish rugby union player and former outside centre for Leinster between 1999 and 2014 has the most caps of any Irish 

player and the 5th most caps of any rugby union player? Brian O'DRISCOLL 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Round 7 

1a Which musical, based on a 1989 cult classic high school film starring Winona Ryder and featuring songs including ‘Dead 

Girl Walking’, ‘Candy Store" and ‘Seventeen’, did Netflix series Riverdale use for season 2? HEATHERS The Musical 

1b Which pre-made family has featured in all of the Sims games, and live in Ophelia Villa in Willow Creek in the Sims 4? 

They share their name with an early Germanic peoples. The GOTH family 

2a Which British soap, shown on the BBC and set in the London borough of Walford, showed the first gay kiss on British 

television in 1989 between Colin and Barry? EASTENDERS 

2b Name either of the supermodel daughters of Yolanda Hadid, a Real Housewife of Beverly Hills who herself was a 

supermodel in the 90s. BELLA or GIGI 

3a Which British political party, now co-led by Carla Denyer and Adrian Ramsey, achieved its highest vote share at the 2015 

general election, but won just one seat, with Caroline Lucas being elected in Brighton Pavillion? GREEN Party 

3b Which English artist, a sometime rival of John Constable, has appeared on the £20 note since 2020? His works include 

The Fighting Temeraire and Rain, Steam, and Speed . Joseph Mallord William TURNER 



4a Time magazine's Woman of the Year for 1959 was which American scientist? She helped to create and popularise 

COBOL, one of the first standardised computer languages, leading Barack Obama to state that 'If Wright is flight and 

Edison is light, then [this woman] is code.' Grace HOPPER 

4b The Øresund Bridge links Sweden with which other country? This is the only border between these two nations. DENMARK 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Round 8 

1a What is the name of the poison that is produced from the seeds of the castor oil plant? Famous victims of the poison 

include Georgi Markov. RICIN 

1b Macedonian designer Marjan Pejoski [MAR-yan PAY-O-ski) created an outfit themed around which animal, that was worn 

by Björk at the 2001 Oscars ceremony? SWAN 

2a 
Which Communist social historian helped found the journal New Left Review? He also wrote one of the foundational 

history works on class consciousness, The Making of the English Working Class. Edward Palmer THOMPSON 

2b What is the most easterly city in North America? This Canadian city is the end destination of Series 3 of the BBC 

programme Race Across the World. ST JOHN'S 

3a Which actor played the part of Dr Who companion Bill Potts? Sharing her first name with a wedding anniversary, in 2023 

she starred as Honour Newton in an ITV adaptation of Tom Jones, and as Alysse in the Netflix series The Diplomat. Pearl MACKIE 

3b Which Yorkshire football team, nicknamed 'The Blades', will play in the Premier League in 2023/24, having won promotion SHEFFIELD UNITED FC [prompt 



from the Championship this year? on Sheffield] 

4a Ice Spice named her second single Bikini Bottom, as a short preview of it was compared online to background music from 

which animated show? 

"SPONGEBOB 

SQUAREPANTS" 

4b Nestle also currently produce which chocolate selection box, that includes Green Triangles, Orange Crunch and Toffee 

Pennies? QUALITY STREET 

 
We hope you have enjoyed this friendly set. Please remember that the friendlies are written by volunteers who are all members of OQL so 

please consider that when making comments regarding the friendly set. 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
Spares 

1 Played by Judi Dench in a 2020 film, the elderly medium Madame Arcati appears in which comedy by Noel Coward, in 

which she holds a seance to contact a writer's deceased first wife? BLITHE SPIRIT 

2 
Played by Judi Dench in a 2002 film, which character in Oscar Wilde's comedy The Importance of Being Earnest famously 

exclaims shock at learning that Jack Worthing was found as a child abandoned in a handbag? Lady BRACKNELL 

3 First appearing as a character in a 1976 sports film, which fictional boxer's first name can precede 'Raccoon' to give the 

title of a song by The Beatles? ROCKY (Balboa) 



4 With meanings including cunning or surreptitious, what shortened version of the first name of the actor who portrayed 

Rocky Balboa can precede 'Cooper' to give the name of a popular video game raccoon? SLY 

5 Which group had a Top Ten UK hit with Fields of Fire (400 miles) in 1983? BIG COUNTRY 

6 Which US Band had a Top Five UK hit with Cotton Fields in 1970? BEACH BOYS 

 
 


